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The German journals were the first to disappear when
we had a (medical library) budget cut. It’s a symbol of
globalization or something? There’s still one tiny
German outpost: Japanese psychopathologists. They’re
in a time capsule. There are no psychopathologists in
Germany who depend on German in the way Japanese
psychopathologists do. They’re like orphans or soldiers
abandoned in a foreign territory.
A. Nishizono M.D., Psychiatrist, Tokyo, 2006

Language shift - Lingua Relicta
Language shift is due to political
annexation, cultural and educational
influence, territorial independence and
autonomy.
Lingua relicta - language used widely,
then discontinued leaving enclave of
speakers lacking a speech network or
connection with the main body of
speakers.

Three examples of lingua relicta
involving Japanese and English
1. JSL in (postwar) Korea

2. English is the Ogasawara Islands

3. Japanese in Palau

Example 1. 日本手話 JSL
Elderly people in former colonies, Korea
and ex-Manchuria,still use. Younger people
use KSL or CSL. Communication gap
between generations. Write each other
messages in Korean or Chinese which both
generations have as a written language.
ロング ダニエル (2003.07) 「日本語と外国語の使い分け」 『朝倉日本語
講座９言語行動』: 132-156 朝倉書店
宮本一郎 1999.9 「韓国手話の収録調査について（上）」『手話コミュニケ
ーション研究』33 pp.24-27
宮本一郎 1999.12 「韓国手話の収録調査について（下）」『手話コミュニ
ケーション研究』34 pp.49-56
収録調査について（下）」『手話コミュニケーション研究』34 pp.49-56

Example 2
English in the Ogasawara Islands
小笠原英語 ーOgasawara Pidgin
 English on Ogasawara fits the concept
Lingua Relicta. Certainly before WWII
and after the 1968 reversion. The
islanders became bilingual and then
incorporated Japanese in the 20th
century (Long 2007). Younger residents
are monolingual in Tokyo standard
Japanese.

Example 3. Japanese on Palau
パラウの日本語
 Also, postwar Japanese on Palau ( Beluu er a Belau) in
the West Pacific postwar. Japanese is spoken by (very)
older Palauns and is the official language in the state
of Angaur.

Example 4. of Lingua Relicta
Latin for Religious Purposes
Latin abandoned by the RC Church, November, 1964.
abandoned by churches, no Latin liturgy available
punishment for priests who perform the traditional rite
priests outlawed and excommunicated in 1988
permission usually refused to perform Tridentine mass
teaching of Latin in seminaries declined
ceased to be medium of higher education in pontifical
universities, e.g. Gregorian University, Rome
RESULT. Latin a lingua relicta. “Only a small pool of
priests are able to speak ecclesiastical Latin” (Carvado,
2004), rarely with each other, nor recite Latin in religious
rites, nor have literary access to Latin (vernacularized
Roman missal).

Seven Languages in Japanese Medicine

中国語
ラテン語

日本語
オランダ語
ドイツ語

英語
フランス語

Chinese
Latin
Japanese
Dutch
German
English
French

漢方医学 Chinese medicine

Rangaku 蘭学 1720

 Ihan teikō (医範提綱 "Concise Model of Medicine”
translated Udagawa Genshin (1808). Frontpiece shows
Dutch anatomist Steven Blankaart (1704) performing a
dissection.
 Description of a microscope in Various stories about the
Dutch (紅毛雑話) 1787

解体新書 Kaitai Shinsho of 1774

Anatomical Latin

Anatomical Latin

Technology influences language spread
The discovery of the electron microscope* opened up a new world of
naming –new nomenclature for bacteria, viruses, molecules. This helped
promote the widespread use of English.
*Max Knoll and Ernst Ruska at the Berlin Technische Hochschule in 1931

From Latin to English
Technology in Language Shift
 Gross Anatomy

 Cellular Anatomy

Erector spinae
Iliocostalis
Interansversarii
Longissimus
Multifidus
Obliquus capitis inferior

Tight junction
Terminal web
Elastic fibres
End plate
Intercellular space
Rare structures

Compilation courtesy of the University of Edinburgh, Department of Anatomy, 2005

The Distribution of German in the
Japanese Medical System
German important in the medicine in Japan in 4 domains:

(1) transmission of scientific knowledge
(2) medical training (GFL in medical school)
(3) clinical practice
(4) research
German language (unlike English) was domain-specific, i.e.
features strongly in some branches of medicine (e.g.
psychopathology).

German in Japanese Medical
Science:Traditional Areas of Dominance
 Surgery
 Psychiatry
 Pathology

German Terminology/Nomenclature
 Medical terminology was embedded in Japanese medical
communication by German teachers and researchers.
German entered common medical Japanese, e.g.

 クランケ (kuranke) from German
Kranke, カルテ (karute) from German
Karte (medical record), ギプス (gipusu)
an orthopaedic cast from the German
Gips, アレルギー (arerugī) from German
Allergie for allergy, and ノイローゼ
(noirōze) from German Neurose for
neurosis.

Language Decline: German as a Language
of Japanese Medicine
 1960. The Death of publication German: the last
appearance of a German-language medical publication
in Japan: Acta Scholae Medicinalis Imperialis
Universitas in Kioto.

%

French

Fig.4 Language of article contributions: ‘Acta Scholae Medicinalis
Imperialis Universitas in Kioto’ from 1916 to 1967.
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Fig.1 Language of article contributions: ‘Kyoto Furitsu
Ikadiagaku Zasshi’ from 1927 to 1984.
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Fig.2 Language of abstracts: ‘Kyoto Furitsu Ikadiagaku
Zasshi’ from 1927 to 1984.
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Fig.3 Language of article contributions: ‘Archiv für Japanische
Chirurgie’ from 1925 to 1984.
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Fig.2 Language of abstracts: ‘Kyoto Furitsu Ikadiagaku
Zasshi’ from 1927 to 1984.

Domestic Medical Journals

 There are 2,057 domestic
journals/magazines publishing annually
on average 110,000 papers

 6,000 (whole) papers are in English the
rest in Japanese
 (Japana Centra Revue Medica 19952005).

Medical Publication by Language and Country of Origin, 1966,
1970, 1980

Languages of Publication: Japan, Germany
and France

Factors influencing the Decline of
Factors in the Decline of German
 Economic Nervenarzt, L’Encephale, Annals of MedicoPsychologique

 Medical Training The rise of EMP

 Internationalisation of German medicine
Multilingual websites, English-only publications common

 Language Barrier Free Germany

English-

oriented ‘open door’ for foreign researchers

 Spread of English (Maher, 1986, 1991, 1995, 1998,
2001, 2004, 2011)

EMP (English for Medical Purposes)
‘Thinking Local, Writing Global’

“The government tell us they didn’t give
us 15 million yen of public money in order
publish in Japanese, in our house journal”
(Professor SY, Hiroshima University School of Medicine,
2014)

EMP (English for Medical Purposes)
The medical school curriculum
English as the language of choice in the
school/college curriculum. German
deleted as a compulsory subject in
medical schools. The result of the shift
of emphasis from terminologymedicine to communicative-medicine.
At the hospital face more Englishspeaking patients wish to be served in
English, communicatively, not merely
by pointing to technical vocabulary.

Factors influencing the Decline of
Factors in the Decline of German
 Economic Nervenarzt, L’Encephale, Annals of MedicoPsychologique

 Medical Training The rise of EMP

 Internationalisation of German medicine
Multilingual websites, English-only publications common

 Language Barrier Free Germany

English-

oriented ‘open door’ for foreign researchers

 The Postwar. Spread of English (Maher, 1986,
1991, 1995, 1998, 2001, 2004, 2011)

6.Lingua relicta and language orphans
The Remains of the Day
 professional memory
 journal titles

 German-Japanese associations
 local practice by German-trained
physicians

The Remains of the Day
Lingua relicta and language orphans
 German medical terminology - the classificatory
system of psychiatric disorders used by Japanese
psychopathologists is (rigorously) German.

“Japanese psychopathologists are in a
time capsule. There are no
psychopathologists in Germany who
depend on German in the way Japanese
psychopathologists do. They are like
orphans or soldiers abandoned in a
foreign territory” AY. Psychiatrist, 2015.

No German
No more space
 The pressure to communicate in English
means that “there simply
wasn’t….isn’t…any room, any space for
the German language in Japanese
medicine any more”
 (ANM. MD, private communication, 2015).

French for Medical Purposes
 Medical French is more institutionalized in Japan, than
German, as seen in the Medicale Societe FrancoJaponais which publishes semi-specialist pieces on
French-Japanese scientific connections.

French for Medical Purposes in Japan
another story….

The Quebec Argument:
the Empires Strike Back
 There is anxiety in the medical establishment
about the fate of the medical vernacular.
 Spanish “Should we continue publishing medical
journals in Spanish”? Sanchez (1999)
 Dutch “Medical science in the Dutch language”.
Walvoort (2000)
 French “Why a scientific medical journal in the
French language”? Lorette (2001)
 “A plea for French quality medical review”.
Huguier (1999)

.

Domain Collapse
Diglossia
 In a 2007 paper, the University of Melbourne
linguist Joe Lo Bianco described the
phenomenon of “domain collapse,” or “the
progressive deterioration of competence in
[a language] in high-level discourses.” In
other words, as a language stops adapting to
changes in a given field, it can eventually
cease to be an effective means of
communication in certain contexts
altogether.

Shift of Emphasis to JSL from 2005
Teaching of Japanese for Special (Medical) Purposes

According the FTA agreement Filipino nurses and caregivers may work
freely in Japan: “ medical professionals are already packing their bags
in record numbers for the United States, Britain and Japan”
(Philippines Medical Association, Manila Times 2005, February) where
pay and working conditions are often better.
"We are really on our way to a medical crisis," said Ruth Padilla,
president of the Philippine Nurses Association. "In fact, we are already
suffering in the delivery of health services especially in the rural areas,
so much so that even doctors now are taking up nursing because they
want to leave the country.” Padilla said records from the Philippine
Overseas Employment Agency, which processes papers for migrant
workers, show the agency has processed 34,415 professional nurses in
the last three years.The Philippines produces 8,000 to 16,000 nursing
graduates annually, and this may triple or more in about three years
when new nursing colleges begin graduating students. However, these
numbers will barely meet domestic requirement.

Factor TWO

FINANCE: library collection deletion
Non-E/non-J publication languages are axed (e.g.
Nervenarzt, L’Encephale, Annals of MedicoPsychologique. Keio University Medical Library 2005).

Factor THREE

Medical School Curriculum
*Note: ‘failure’ of German teaching in medical school.

Factors connected to Language Choice in
Medicine
Factor ONE

LANGUAGE NEEDS
Re-focus on JSL for English-speakers MigrantMedical Professionals in Japan (English-speaking
nurses from the Philippines). Need for General
and Specialist Japanese-as-a-language of
medicine.

Factor SEVEN

Americanization (Internationalization) of German
Medicine

Example: German Psychiatry has adopted DSM
but French Psychiatry “does not take DSM
Seriously.” German medical websites are
frequently multilingual (German, English,
French, Spanish)

Factor EIGHT

 The French connection: language constraints for
medical study in France

 The German connection: open door
 English and German. OK.

Language Shift: Tears for Fears

Sanchez M-Y. Should we continue publishing medical journals in Spanish?
Ann Dermatol Venereol. 1999 Nov;126(11):837.

Walvoort HC. Medical science in the Dutch language.Ned
Tijdschr Geneeskd. 1997 Jan 4;141(1):5-7.
Lorette G.Why a scientific medical journal in the French language? Rev
Stomatol Chir Maxillofac. 2000 Dec;101(6):283-4.
Huguier M. A plea for French quality medical reviews
Chirurgie. 1999 Nov;124(5):473-5.
“Medical researchers consider a publication in English to be of a higher standard
than one in a local language such as Dutch. An international publication in English
is appropriate when the readers addressed belong to an international scientific
community, but the mere fact that a publication is in English is no indication of its
importance. Research of a national scope and of national consequences should be
published in the national native language. In addition the use of the mother tongue
allows deeper and more balanced thought in comparison to the use of a second
language. The application of study results in clinical practice in the Netherlands is
enhanced by their publication in Dutch, as is the national recognition of the research
group. Finally, articles in Dutch provide all of the Dutch clinicians with the
opportunity to read original scientific work and not via a (popular) translation. This
contributes to science-based clinical medicine in the Netherlands”.

The Japanese Psychopathologist as
‘Language Orphan’
 “Japanese psychopathologists are in a time
capsule. There are no psychopathologists in
Germany who depend on German in the way
Japanese psychopathologists do. They are
like orphans or soldiers abandoned in a
foreign territory.” (Nishizono A. Psychiatrist).

Lingua Relicta
 Societe Franco-Japonais (Bulletin Medical Franco-Japonais)
 German-Japan Orthopaedic Society

La France au Japon
http://www.ambafrance-jp.org/Francais Cycle de conférences « Dialogue scientifique et médical
franco-japonais »

Closing
 German is obsolete as a language of medical publication and
language of study in the medical school curriculum in Japan.
 There are no longer any German-dependent branches of medicine.
German medical research is highly internationalized and employs
English for scientific communication purposes.
 There is heavy domestic use of Japanese (clinical). Research is
highly internationalized with high productivity. Institutions in
Japan which publish in English (prestigious journals) are equal to
leading universities in North America and Europe.
 Change of emphasis from ‘language study’ to ‘medical
communication skills’: DP and Meeting Presentation.
 Several factors such as demographic change, labour market will
likely change language usage in medical practice in Japan.







(1) Tardy, C. (2004) “The role of English in scientific communication: lingua franca or
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(2) Kirchik, O., Gingras, Y., & Larivière, V. (2012) “Changes in publication languages and citation
practices and their effect on the scientific impact of Russian science (1993–2010)”, Journal of the
American Society for Information Science and Technology, Vol. 63, No. 7, pages 1411–1419. DOI:
10.1002/asi.22642
(3) Research Trends (2008) “English as the international language of science”, Research Trends,
Issue 6, July 2008.
(4) Schmidhuber, J. (2010) “Evolution of National Nobel Prize Shares in the 20th Century”, Posted
September 14, 2010, Available at: [arXiv:1009.2634v1] [Accessed 30 October 2012]









Linguicide, language death/loss, and then language orphan. Could be 'orphaned language' referring to result of
process rather than the status of said sociolect/language.

I had a direct experience of someone - a very elderly Japanese doctor, in command of his only second language,
German, trying to communicate with me in that language. It was discombobulating for me, but he seemed
excited, enthusiastic and at ease. It was my only consultation, and it turned out to be a loss of face for my first
minder at Hirodai in my early days. It was you, John, who explained the historical background of German in
Japanese medical training all those years ago.
It occurs to me that there may have been other cases of speakers/users of languages orphaned and abandoned
like foundlings, following socio-political and historical changes. The study of 'rango' and 'rangaku' in Japan, and
before that the Spanish and Portuguese tongues and then Latin in much of Europe, the universal language for
many centuries. Bernard Lewis mentions the widespread use of Italian in much of the contact between Europe
and the Middle East. People for whom such languages went into abeyance lost out on their investment and their
social networks and frames of intellectual reference. This is an important area of sociolinguistics that I
encourage you to pursue!

Three Things
Firstly, I suggest a sociolinguistic classification for a
phenomenon resulting from of a kind of language shift:
lingua relicta –abandoned language.
Secondly, I describe how French and German for Medical
Purposes became linguae relictae in Japan.
Thirdly, I comment on some current difficulties that the
medical world has with the English as a medical lingua
franca

Complete Language Shift
in a LSP
A general example
Language for Religious Purposes. Latin.
New theological and pastoral ideology is converted into
language policy. November 29, 1964.
This has left a population of fluent Latin-users with no
recourse to the use of Latin in the liturgy. A lingua
reliqua.

Lingua Relicta
 Definition

 A lingua relicta is a language or sociolect which was,
at one time adopted by, or imposed on, a community,
used widely, then discontinued, leaving an enclave of
remaining speaker/users without a local speech
network active or connection with the main body of
speakers.


Lingua Relicta – Ogasawaran English







I would say the English on Ogasawara fits this concept nicely. Certainly before WWII and after the 1968 reversion this was
true. I think also that the Japanese used on Palau postwar would fit into this concept as well. I have another example for
you! Japanese Sign Language is still used in the former colonies of Korea and ex-Manchuria by the elderly people, but the
younger people use Korean Sign Language or Chinese Sign Language and there is a communication gap between generations, so
they end up writing each other messages in Korean or Chinese which both generations have as a written language.
I have a copy of an article about this somewhere by my friend Miyamoto Ichiro. His profession is working in the accounting
department of an electronics maker, but he did field work in former Manchuria and Korea and wrote an academic article about
his findings.
I would not be concerned about the "linguistic orphan" usage. I have not heard of it, but I think the more established
"linguistic isolate" cover the concept well enough that I can't see this term increasing in popularity with your "language orphan"
and muddying the waters.

Lingua Relicta – Palauan/Micronesian
Japanese

Lingua Relicta - JSL in Korea
東アジアのもう一つの共通言語：日本手話
The usage of JSL in the former colonies, especially Korea

 ロング ダニエル (2003.07) 「日本語と外国語の使い分け」 『
朝倉日本語講座９言語行動』: 132-156 朝倉書店
 宮本一郎 1999.9 「韓国手話の収録調査について（上）」『手
話コミュニケーション研究』33 pp.24-27

 宮本一郎 1999.12 「韓国手話の収録調査について（下）」『手
話コミュニケーション研究』34 pp.49-56









GERMAN in JAPAN
An example of a speech orphan is the German language in Japanese medicine. In the 9th century German was an international
scientific lingua franca and used widely in Japanese medical training and research until the mid-20th century. It was also used
in everyday medical communication (e.g. the physician’s handwritten medical notes or chart). German was a compulsory subject
in medical schools in Japan. The demise of German immediately after World War 2 has led to
- universal removal as a language medium of journal articles in Japan
- fading out as a subject medical education.
This change has left an older generation of German writers/speakers who lack a language community, the possibility of
publishing in German, a younger generation who are unable to read their possible case notes in German. Medical journals in
Germany routinely publish in English rather than German but whilst German scientists have a surrounding speech community,
Japanese medical physicians - the very much older generation - do not.

Joe























JOE
can understand your idea of a language orphan to mean, in my words, the language of a group of "linguistically orphaned" users who no longer use that language. So, why might I
prefer something like my definition to yours?
Well, for me, an orphan is a person who has lost an important affiliation. Thus, in my view, a "way of speaking/writing" cannot really be an orphan. On the other hand, people who
are affiliated by a certain way of speaking/writing can lose their affiliation when that way of speaking/writing is disrupted; and thus it makes good sense to recognize this
disruption and to call such people "orphans", or linguistic orphans, or language orphans, or perhaps even alexic orphans; or possibly we could refer to their situation as
orbitās linguā (I'll trust you to correct my Latin).
So, now to your point about an example. The German families who established coffee plantations in eastern Guatemala (Alta Verapaz) were disrupted by events during WW2, and,
when I visited some remaining descendants in the 1980s, their German had all but disappeared, displaced by Spanish and Q'eqchi'. I allude to this in one sentence of my
"Guatemala: Language Situation" article in Ron Asher's encyclopedia (p. 1507). Another example of colonists whose language has been superceded might be the old Japanese
speakers of Taiwan. Last year, I encountered a wonderful group of Chinese in a park in Taipei. All in their 80s or older, these Chinese people gather each Sunday, weather
permitting, to chat in Japanese, sing Japanese karaoke, and generally recall memories of their Japanese school days.
I think that this phenomenon of becoming culturally orphaned happens frequently to old people, to migrants, and to refugees. Their social circumstances change, whether gradually
or abruptly, and one day they find themselves with no one to talk to; no one who shares their cultural millieu. Their children, their neighbors, and their colleagues may not know
the same songs, stories, jokes, etc., and they may not even know the same language.
Now, what about language and linguistic artifacts? Well, the use of German goes on elsewhere, despite having been abandonned by Japanese physicians. Languages may be robust,
moribund, or even forgotten by all but scholars. Unless you want to anthropomorphize to the extent of saying that the Japanese German sociolect has been kicked out of the house
of Japanese lects, I cannot natually conceive of a language as an orphan; it's not a natural metaphor for me. Still, those notebooks written in German remain, comprehensible to
European Germans, even if younger Japanese physicians cannot read them. In Japan, the younger physicians' eschewing of German did not "orphan" (Japanese) German; rather, it
orphaned the older Japanese physicians. Moreover, linguistic artifacts are not exactly like language per se, and artifacts can become unwanted and unaffiliated. The old German
writings have become "orphaned", unwanted by younger physicians, and thus more likely to be carted to the trash bin. So, rather than call a sociolect an orphan, I would prefer to
use that word for these unwanted documents; but I would even more prefer to use the word orphan to describe a "person" with the (now) unappreciated language skill, especially
when that person feels a sense of alienation or social loss. So, to answer your main question, yes, I think that you are on to a viable and important insight: a loss of language usage
unassociated with language endangerment.
Okay, so let me talk about something quite different, but, to my mind, related. Yesterday, I was thinking about "a murder of crows". How many English speakers today know this
phrase (in the sense of a bunch of birds, and not a fowl extermination)? And of those, how many are also familiar with "an unkindness of ravens"? Bird watchers certainly know a lot
more vocabulary for bird groups, but how many bird watchers are there these days? At least crows, ravens, and geese are still fairly common. What about people who can
intelligently talk about whiffletrees (or whippletrees)? Horse-drawn wagons are just not that common in the lives of most people, so with whom can such people converse?
The bird watcher normally can't be bothered to educate the uninitiated about the finer points of bird group names. Similarly, a ploughman might prefer to quietly sip his pint,
rather than talk to that metrocool couple about his harness repair work that morning. For whatever reason, younger people are talking about capturing Pokemon, not about birds
and draught animals. The birdwatcher and the ploughman and countless others have been, in a sense, orphaned by the change in society around them. They could forsake their
binoculars and ploughs and wagons, and pick up a smart phone and download the latest from Nintendo. Society would lose these people with expert knowledge, but at least
everyone would be speaking Pokemon.
Your old Japanese physicians are kind of like ploughmen, possessors of increasingly rare (in Japan) knowledge. Yet their rare knowledge now has little value in Japan, and few
people seek them out for their knowledge. Presumably, a Japanese phoughman is actually more sought after for his knowledge than is an old physician. The physicians eventually
stop using German altogether, and perhaps they even start to forget how to use German. The oeuvre of documents (and audio recordings?) which they made is not esteemed, and it
is at risk of destruction. In today's society, both they and their works serve no real purpose, have no valued place; they are social orphans.

 A 2012 study from the scientific-research publication
Research Trends examined articles collected by
SCOPUS, the world’s largest database for peer-reviewed
journals. To qualify for inclusion in SCOPUS, a journal
published in a language other than English must at the
very least include English abstracts; of the more than
21,000 articles from 239 countries currently in the
database, the study found that 80 percent were written
entirely in English. Zeroing in on eight countries that
produce a high number of scientific journals, the study
also found that the ratio of English to non-English
articles in the past few years had increased or
remained stable in all but one.


November 2012/Dr Daphne van Weijen
 The Language of (Future) Scientific Communication


English is generally considered to be the lingua franca of the scientific community. For example, roughly 80% of
all the journals indexed in Scopus are published in English. The adoption of English as the universal language of
science is due in part to historical political and economic factors which favored English over other potential
candidate languages such as Chinese, French, German, Russian, or Spanish (1), (2), (3). Indeed, German was
actually the favored language in scholarly communication for the first part of the 20th century (4). However,
although English is now clearly established as the main language of international scientific communication,
researchers continue to publish their work in other languages than English as well. Furthermore, research
suggests that the extent to which researchers still publish in their native language, as opposed to English,
differs across the disciplines. They seem to be more likely to publish in languages other than English within the
Social Sciences, Applied Sciences and Humanities, than in the natural, theoretical and hard sciences (1), (2).
This article reports on a short study using Scopus data to determine (a) whether the use of languages other
than English for scientific communication is increasing or decreasing, and (b) in which subject fields researchers
publish most when publishing in their native languages instead of in English.

 Figure 1: Ratio of the number of journal articles
published by researchers in English to those in the
official language of eight different countries, 1996–2011
(Source: Scopus).








The preferred language of publication
In an earlier issue of Research Trends, we published a brief article on the use of English as the international
language of science from 1996 to 2007 (3). Results of that study indicated that researchers were more likely to
publish their work in English than in their native language in most of the Western European countries included
in the sample. The ratio for English to Dutch and English to Italian publications was particularly high, compared
to those of the other countries in the study (German, France, Spain and the Russian Federation). However,
please note that Scopus covers non-English language journals only if they include English article titles and
abstracts. We decided to replicate this analysis, to determine whether this trend has continued in these
countries over the past four years.
As in the earlier study (3) published in 2008, the ratios of the number of journal articles published in English
and in each country’s official language are presented in Figure 1. We chose to extend the analysis to include
Brazil and China in addition to the 6 countries included in the original analysis, as these are considered rising
research economies. This is confirmed by the fact that the compound annual growth rate (CAGR) for articles
indexed in Scopus between 1996 and 2011 from Brazil was 13% and China 19%, which is far greater than the 3 to
5% CAGR that is usually expected.
Figure 1 shows that, in line with the original study, the use of English has continued to rise strongly in the
Netherlands, Italy and the Russian Federation over the past four years. It has also increased somewhat in
Germany, but remained relatively stable in France, Spain and China. However, in Brazil, the ratio between the
use of English and Portuguese is clearly decreasing, although this might be due in part to an increase in the
coverage of Brazilian journals published in Portuguese instead of English in Scopus. However, overall, the use
of English clearly continues to increase over time.















“Hard” Sciences

“Soft” Sciences

Multi-disciplinary

& Undefined
Language
Life Sciences
Physical Sciences
Health Sciences Social Sciences, Arts &
Humanities
English
23.4
44.7
19.5
10.7
1.7
Chinese
8.7
72.5
13.0
2.9
2.9
Dutch
14.9
3.2
52.3
26.1
3.5
French
8.6
16.3
36.4
36.5
2.3
German
7.3
34.5
32.5
23.5
2.2
Italian
4.7
12.1
38.6
40.6
4.0
Portuguese
26.1
11.5
38.4
22.1
1.9
Russian
17.2
45.0
21.0
8.4
8.4
Spanish
10.8
13.2
44.4
29.6
2.0
Table 1: Overview of the percentage of articles published in the four main categories per language,
as a percentage of the total publication output in that language from 1996 to 2011.





The results indicate that researchers publishing in English, Chinese or Russian tend to publish most
in fields related to the ‘harder’ Physical and Life Sciences, such as Physics, Engineering and
Materials Science. On the other hand, researchers who choose to publish in Dutch, French, Italian,
Portuguese or Spanish tend to publish their work most in fields related to the ‘softer’ sciences, such
as the Health Sciences, Social Sciences, Psychology and Arts and Humanities. This ranges from
almost 80 percent for the Netherlands and Italy to roughly 60 percent for Germany and Portugal.
Although these ranges are similar across countries, there is a high level of variation in the actual
fields within these main categories. For example more than half of all Dutch language publications
are related to Health Sciences, which includes Medicine, Dentistry, Nursing and Veterinary Science,
while in Italian nearly 41 percent of all publications are related to Social Sciences, Arts and
Humanities.
Overall, these results appear to confirm that researchers publishing in languages other than English
tend to do so somewhat more in the softer disciplines than in the harder ones (1), (2). Although
English clearly continues to be the preferred language of scientific communication, there are still
plenty of disciplines within which researchers continue to publish in their native language as well.

Whorfism and the Vernaculars of Science
 Every language has its own way of describing and
classifying the world. This is formed through hundreds
and thousands of years of people speaking, changing
and documenting their language, leading to distinct
linguistic behaviours and their own cultural baggage. As
you might suspect, English is not immune from cultural
baggage. Any science done in English is going to be
stuck in the paradigms of that language.
 What are the scientists losing by not discussing their
work in their own language(s)? What is science losing?
We can be sure that science would discover new and
different things by working in different languages:
people traditionally excluded would be let in, and
traditionally ignored perspectives would be considered.
 Adam Huttner-Koros. SciComm Hub. May 26 2015

Languages of Medical Communication in
Japan
Lingua relecta
German has been an important language in the history of medicine in Japan in 3 domains: the
transmission of scientific knowledge (books), medical training (German as a foreign language in
medical school) and clinical practice and research (nomenclature, nosology of illness, clinical casenotes). The distribution of the German language in medical fields has been uneven. German featured
strongly in some branches of medicine (e.g. Surgery, Psychopathology). In other fields
(e.g.Toxicology) French was dominant. The 1960s can be designated, metaphorically, the end of
German as a language of medical lingua franca in Japan. There were also changes in German
language curriculum in medical school. Postwar, there is a substantial shift to English as the
professional lingua franca. Japan is now one of world’s leading English-language nations in the field of
medical publication. The distribution of Japanese as a language of medical research can be classified
between (large scale) basic research and (local) clinical research. Justification is being made for the
maintenance of local-national languages in medical writing. There is a warning that German is no
longer needed for transmission of scientific data. However, international attention to German-language
publication is high.

Japan’s French Medicine ‘Boom’
The War
In 1935, the Bulletin Medical Franco-Japonais was issued
under the editorship of Dr. Jean Motte and Dr. Taiei Miura.

The Comité Médical Franco-Japonais held a medical
exhibition on France, creating a`French medicine boom.''
Miura left for Paris to study when the society was established
The relation between France and Japan was broken off by
the war.

 Japanese medicine enthusiastically adopted Western
medicine, especially German, during Japan's
modernization. American medicine replaced German
medicine postwar. However, question whether it is
proper to get medical information one-sidedly from a
single country. Faced with the situation of whether
German or American medicine should occupy the dominant position in Japan, some doctors chose to establish
ties with French medicine. Professor Taiei Miura
(1901±1995) re-established an intimate relationship,
broken off during the war, in the medical ®eld between
Japan and France. Much information was to be learned
from French medicine, particu- larly in clinical
neurology and psychiatry. In this essay, we relate the
details of how Miura became interested in French
medicine, went to study in France, then contributed
greatly to Franco-Japanese friendship. (Keio J Med 50
(1): 8±12, March 2001)

French for Medical Purposes
Comité Médical Franco-Japonais

 A total of 40 medical doctors from Keio University
School of Medicine went to France from the 1950s to
1990. Of these, 17 belonged to the Department of
Neuropsychiatry.

Postwar
Japan’s Medical Francophiles









Takuro Sugano (orthopedics)
Eiichi Sugaya (neurophysiology, Tokyo Dental College,
Masaharu Tsuchiya (internal medicine, Keio University).
Masaharu Toyoda (gynecology),
Akira Kawamura (internal medicine, 1958),
Yasuo Fujishiro (surgery) (1959),
Shozo Hashimoto (radiology, 1960)
Tadayoshi Akiba (internal medicine, 1960)

 1948, Miura resurrected the Medical Society FrancoJapanese in cooperation with Secretary Urey of the
French Embassy, Dr. Akira Hidano, and others, and
became president of the Society. The bulletin started
being reissued with the ®rst number in January 1954.

 ``Introduction aÁ l'eÂtude de la meÂdecine
expeÂrimentale'' (1865) by Claude Bernard, who
rendered remarkable service in the es- tablishment of
concepts and methodology in medical research. This
book has been widely read by many people wrestling
with medical study or clinical work. The book was
published by the prestigious Iwanami- Bunko, and has
gone through several editions from 1938 to the present.

The Medical Research Community in Japan
 The medical research community publishes a massive
number of papers in Japanese. There are approximately
2,257 domestic journals publishing annually on average
110,000 papers in Japanese of which 6,000 (whole)
papers are in English (Japana Centra Revue Medica
1995-2005).

Funding – Bureaucracy – Education
 “The decline in Japan’s ranking reflects the reduction
in government funding for research as well as the
increase in the amount of time university faculty must
now spend on non-research activities such as
administrative tasks.”

 President of Suzuka University of Medical Science,
Toyoda Nagayasu,

Share in publications in 5 fields of Natural
Science (Thomson Reuters, Toyoda
Nagayasu, Shizuoka University of Medical
Science)

Halting Japan’s Scientific Slide
Hayashi Yukihide Principal fellow at the Center for Research and
Development Strategy, Japan Science and Technology Agency, and project
professor, University of Tokyo Research Center for Science and Technology.

 According to NISTEP, researchers in Japan accounted
for 6.6% of the scientific papers published between
2008 and 2010. This places Japan at number five
worldwide, behind the United States (27.5%), China
(11.1%), Britain (7.6%), and Germany (7.4%). Yet from
1998 to 2005, Japan vied with Britain for the number
two spot. Since then, our research output has been in a
slow quantitative decline.

An Active Medical English Teaching
Community in Japan
From the J Med Eng Educ 2016

病院に外国人患者を受け入れるためにHow can we
prepare ourselves to accept growing numbers of
international patients at our hospitals?
Useful expressions for communicating with Englishspeaking patients.
Japanese doctors in discussion sessions at international
medical conferences.
Extracurricular classes of English for medical purposes
promote confidence in undergraduate medical students
.

From the J Med Eng Educ
 Factors dissuading Japanese doctors from presenting
more frequently at international conferences: more
than just the usual suspect(s)?
 Japanese Doctors at International Conferences: Why the
worry?

 日本医学英語教育学会 医学教育のグローバルスタンダード
に対応するための医学英語教育ガイドライン Medical
English education guidelines corresponding to the Global
Standards for Medical Education.

 Unfortunately, unlike medical German education in the
past, medical English education proved unsuccessful
because the national medical licensing examination was
initiated and was entirely in Japanese, and because the
health insurance system forced physicians to use only
Japanese.

The number of publication in five fields of
natural scicence
Created from Thomson Reuters by Toyoda
Nagayasu (Shizuoka University of Medical
Science)

 Worldwide, there are around 18,000 journals in
medicine and life sciences. Most are monthly and each
has to have a certain number of papers each month.
About 10% of papers published in journals worldwide
come from Japan.

Leading
Medical
Schools
Leading

No.of
Papers

Researchers

Per Head
(annual)

Medical Schools in USA, UK and
Japan

JHopkins 528

3,411

0.32

Columbia 386

2,127

0.36

Cornell

304

1,654

0.37

Oxford

246

489

1.01

Osaka

244

884

0.55

Kyushu

226

480

0.44

Centres of Excellence in Medical Research
in Japan
National medical schools have higher productivity than private.
By annual output (papers) per capita (Faculty-Research Assistants-Graduate
Students) the following are ranked the top 5 centres of medical research in Japan.

1.Kyushu
2.Osaka
3.Kyoto
4.Nagoya
5.Tohoku

2.422
1.95
1.89
1.67
1.54

(Source: S. Yamazaki. Nature, Vol.72, 125-176.
- Ranking Japan’s Life Science Research.)

High Impact (IF) Factor of German
Several publications warn that German is
no longer needed for transmission of
scientific data. However, IF (Impact
Factor) studies indicate that
international attention to Germanlanguage publication is high. The IF of
Anglo-American journals is high. English
is now the predominant communication
language of the medical sciences in 3
German-speaking countries (German,
Austria, Switzerland). International
attention paid to German-language
journals (by citation frequency) is,
however, remarkably high. “English has
not supplanted the German language”.
Winkmann G. Schlutius, Schweim. Dtsch. Med.Wochenschr (2002).

